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Winner of all six Research House Categories!

We are delighted to announce that we have taken out all six Research House award categories in the 2023 Adviser Ratings Landscape Report.

These awards, voted on by 2,000 advisers, are testament to our mission to provide our clients with practical, actionable insights that add value to their advice solutions.



Trial our award-winning research for two weeks
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Experts in investment research, ratings, consulting and managed accounts






For information tailored to you, let us know who you are


I am a…




Financial Adviser




Independent financial advisers, dealer groups and advice licensees





Continue

Fund Manager




Fund managers with new or existing products for the Australian market





Continue

Super Fund




Retail, not-for-profit and corporate superannuation funds
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Who we are

Lonsec plays a fundamental role in building the investment capabilities of financial advisers, fund managers, superannuation funds. Our business encompasses managed investments, listed securities and superannuation research, awards and ratings, investment consulting, managed accounts and data and analytics. The Lonsec group is positioned at the nexus of Australia’s financial advice and investment industry, enabling us to provide practical, actionable insights that add real value to our investment and advice solutions.




















Latest news & insights




[image: ]Managed Accounts, News & Insights Portfolio Perspectives from the CIO Office: April 2024


In this month's edition of Portfolio Perspectives, the key messages for investors are:



 	Recent macroeconomic data supports our expectations for a "soft landing"
 	The US yield curve has set a new record for the time inverted
 	Lonsec…Read more


April 2, 2024 / by Nathan Lim
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			  Nathan Lim2024-04-02 14:39:582024-04-04 09:37:13Portfolio Perspectives from the CIO Office: April 2024[image: ]Lonsec Retirement Perspectives, Media releases Media release: Super returns continue their advance in February
Super returns maintained their momentum over the month as confidence that inflation is coming under control continued to build. Leading superannuation research house SuperRatings estimates that the median balanced option generated a return of…Read more


March 6, 2024 / by Kirby Rappell
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In this month's edition of Portfolio Pespectives, the key messages for investors are:



 	We remain late cycle but believe a “soft landing” is still plausible
 	The services sector, not manufacturing, has a more significant impact…Read more


March 4, 2024 / by Nathan Lim
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[image: ]Lonsec Retirement Perspectives, Media releases Media release: Market maintains momentum into 2024
Following an end of year rally in December, super funds have made a good start to 2024 with leading superannuation research house SuperRatings estimating the median balanced option generated a return of 1.1% in January.
The trajectory of inflation…Read more


February 9, 2024 / by Kirby Rappell
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Macroeconomic conditions continue to decelerate, consistent with our ongoing thesis that we have entered the end of this cycle. From here, we expect economic growth to moderate and employment conditions to weaken. Inflation should continue to…Read more


February 2, 2024 / by Deanne Baker
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			  Deanne Baker2024-02-02 11:43:232024-02-02 11:43:23Lonsec Retirement Managed Portfolios - Q4, 2023[image: skyscrapers and city in evening]Managed Accounts - Multi-Asset, News & Insights, Video Lonsec Multi-Asset Managed Portfolios - Q4, 2023
The Multi-Asset portfolios returned solid absolute returns over the December quarter in the order of 3.9% to 5.2% depending on the risk profile. In a relative sense, while the Conservative and Defensive portfolios outperformed their respective…Read more


February 2, 2024 / by Deanne Baker
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[image: offshore wind turbines farm on the ocean]Managed Accounts - Sustainable, News & Insights, Video Lonsec Sustainable Managed Portfolios - Q4, 2023
The Sustainable portfolios returned solid absolute returns over the December quarter in the order of 6.4% to 7.8% depending on the risk profile. In a relative sense, all risk profiles comfortably outperformed their respective FE peer group benchmarks,…Read more


February 2, 2024 / by Deanne Baker
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In this month's edition of Portfolio Pespectives, the key messages for investors are:



 	Lonsec moves into the ’soft landing‘ camp
 	The services economy is the key driver within most major economies and this portion of the global…Read more


January 29, 2024 / by Nathan Lim
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After a sharp sell-off in October, markets rallied strongly over November and December, after hints from central banks that the end of the current rate hiking cycle is imminent, leading the market to start pricing in potential rate cuts in 2024.

From…Read more


January 22, 2024 / by Danial Moradi
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Events




[image: ]Financial Adviser, Lonsec Retire, Upcoming Events Lonsec Symposium 2024 - Prospering in Volatile Times
Discover the keys to helping you and your clients prosper in volatile times at Lonsec Symposium 2024.

Lonsec Symposium 2024 brings together industry leaders to help you navigate an ever-changing economic landscape and provide the best solutions…Read more


May 2, 2024 / by Lonsec
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Webinar details

With reporting season wrapping up, the next episode of Managers in Focus will look at Australian Equities. The panel will discuss the opportunities and risks they have observed during reporting season and any trends that…Read more


March 13, 2024 / by Lonsec
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Join experts from Lonsec, Janus Henderson, and Challenger for an exclusive 45-minute webinar, hosted by Lonsec, to delve into the challenges and trends shaping the Fixed Income landscape.

Our aim is to provide you with a well-rounded understanding…Read more


November 23, 2023 / by Lonsec
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[image: ]Financial Adviser, Upcoming Events Lonsec Managers in Focus - Passive ETFs
The recording is now available.

Synopsis

The Australian ETF sector continues to grow strongly with over 20 new ETFs launched this year alone and the sector closing in on $150 billion in funds under management. Whether your clients are…Read more


August 2, 2023 / by Lonsec
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The recording is now available.
Synopsis

Following a sell-out event last year, we are again bringing together leading fund managers, commentators, and industry participants to discuss the investing outlook as we go ‘Back to Basics’.

During…Read more


May 4, 2023 / by Lonsec
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The recording is now available.

Synopsis

In the wake of central banks rapidly hiking interest rates to combat inflation, listed property markets experienced a spike in volatility and have been heavily sold-off. By contrast, unlisted property…Read more


March 1, 2023 / by Lonsec
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[image: ]Financial Adviser, Upcoming Events Lonsec Sustainability Webinar: New insights on talking ESG with your clients
RECORDING IS NOW AVAILABLE

In one of our recent surveys, we asked advisers if they felt adequately prepared to discuss ESG investing options with their clients, and only 25% responded that they were. With ESG investment options growing exponentially…Read more


February 8, 2023 / by Lonsec
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RECORDING IS AVAILABLE

After years of almost uninterrupted falling volatility, since the start of the year there has been a surge in the VIX and other measures of volatility. The damage that falling markets and volatility can do to portfolios…Read more


November 9, 2022 / by Lonsec
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RECORDING IS AVAILABLE

With ASIC recently issuing new guidance to fund issuers on how to avoid greenwashing, it is now more important than ever to discuss how managers can avoid distorting the environmental, sustainable or ethical credentials…Read more


September 28, 2022 / by Lonsec
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Our team is available to discuss how we can partner with you to empower your investment decisions.











Lonsec Sydney

Level 39, 25 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000

Lonsec Melbourne

Level 33, 120 Collins Street, Melbourne VIC 3000

Lonsec Adelaide

Suite 3, Level 2, 12 Pirie Street, Adelaide SA 5000

Phone: 1300 826 395 | Email: info@lonsec.com.au
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Important information: Any express or implied rating or advice is limited to general advice, it doesn’t consider any personal needs, goals or objectives.  Before making any decision about financial products, consider whether it is personally appropriate for you in light of your personal circumstances. Obtain and consider the Product Disclosure Statement for each financial product and seek professional personal advice before making any decisions regarding a financial product.
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